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DVERSITY RECEPRTON DEVICE AND 
DIVERSITY RECEPTION METHOD 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates to a diversity receiver 
having a plurality of demodulation paths, and to its receiving 
method. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0002 The diversity receivers found in the prior art first 
compare estimated received power values of the carrier 
waves of the received signals on each of two demodulation 
paths at each point in time, and select and output the 
received signal with the larger estimated value; this is 
generally known as selection diversity (also referred to 
below as the selection system or selective diversity). That is, 
of the two received signals at each point in time, they 
selectively output the received signal with the better recep 
tion conditions, and do not use the received signal with the 
inferior reception conditions. At each point in time, accord 
ingly, they cannot obtain better receiving performance than 
the individual received power obtained from one of the 
received signals in the two demodulation paths. 
0003) To improve the receiving performance further, 
combining the two received signals has been contemplated. 
0004. A type of diversity receiver is known that employs 
a maximal ratio combining diversity system by providing 
circuitry that calculates a ratio of power levels (estimated 
power values) of a pair of received signals on a pair of 
demodulation paths (or demodulated signals obtained by 
demodulating the received signals), generates weighting 
coefficients according to the calculated power ratio, and 
multiplies the received signals by the weighting coefficients 
to create a weighted combination. 
0005. It is known, as shown in “Improvement of terres 

trial digital TV broadcasting performance by diversity 
receiving by Takashi Seki, et al., Technology Report from 
Image Information Media Academy, May 25, 2001, Vol. 25, 
No. 34, pp. 1 to 6, ROFT2001-54 (May, 2001), that a 
maximal ratio combining diversity receiver can not only 
mitigate multipath distortion, as do diversity receivers using 
the selection diversity system, but also improve transmission 
characteristics with respect to thermal noise, and can further 
improve the instantaneous carrier-to-noise ratio (also 
referred to simply as the CNR below). 
0006 Equal gain combining diversity receivers are 
another example of a diversity system in which a pair of 
received signals on a pair of demodulation paths are com 
bined to improve receiving performance. Equal gain com 
bining diversity always combines a pair of received signals 
with equal gain, so that regardless of the power levels 
(estimated power values) of the received signals on the pair 
of demodulation paths, the average value of the received 
signals on the demodulation paths is always output as the 
combined signal. It is known that equal gain combining 
diversity produces a larger diversity effect than selection 
diversity and a smaller diversity effect than maximal ratio 
combining diversity. By contrast, when the difference 
between the received signals on the pair of demodulation 
paths (or the demodulated signals obtained by demodulation 
of the received signals) or between the CNRs of the received 
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signals increases, the receiving performance of equal gain 
combining diversity may fall below that of selection diver 
S1ty. 

0007 Among conventional diversity receivers, selection 
diversity receivers, for example, can operate with Small 
circuitry because they simply use one of the received signals 
on the pair of demodulation paths, but there has been a 
problem in that it is difficult to improve their receiving 
performance. 
0008 Although equal gain combining diversity receivers 
require only simple equalizers to be added and can accord 
ingly operate with comparatively small circuitry, and 
although they can provide better reception than with selec 
tion diversity, there has been a problem in that their recep 
tion cannot be improved over that of maximal ratio com 
bining diversity. There has also been a problem in that as the 
difference between the received signals on the pair of 
demodulation paths increases, the receiving performance of 
equal gain combining diversity receivers is degraded. 
0009 Maximal ratio combining diversity receivers can 
provide better receiving performance than selection or equal 
gain combining diversity receivers, but there has been a 
problem in that they require circuitry for generating weight 
ing coefficients according to the (estimated) received signal 
power ratio and further multiplying the received signal 
powers by the weighting coefficients, resulting in larger 
circuit scale. 

0010. The present invention is intended to solve problems 
Such as those above, and has the object of providing a 
diversity receiver with a small circuit scale in which the 
receiving performance can be improved to a level near that 
of a maximal ratio combining diversity receiver. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

0011. The diversity receiver of the present invention has: 
a plurality of demodulation paths for demodulating received 
signals and outputting demodulated signals; a power ratio 
comparator for calculating a power ratio from a first power 
corresponding to a first received signal on one of the 
demodulation paths and a second power corresponding to a 
second received signal on another one of the demodulation 
paths, and comparing the power ratio with a predetermined 
threshold value; a signal selector for selecting one of the 
demodulated signals output from the plurality of demodu 
lation paths and outputting the selected demodulated signal; 
an equal-gain signal combiner for combining the demodu 
lated signals output from the plurality of demodulation paths 
with predetermined gains, and outputting a combined 
demodulated signal; and a demodulated signal output unit 
for outputting one of the demodulated signals, either the 
selected demodulated signal or the combined demodulated 
signal, responsive to the result of the comparison in the 
power ratio comparator. 

0012. The diversity receiving method of the present 
invention adaptively switches between selection diversity 
and equal gain combining diversity for each Subcarrier 
component according to power values of the received sig 
nals on the demodulation paths, so in comparison with 
conventional diversity receiving methods using only selec 
tion diversity or only equal gain combining diversity, it can 
provide a larger diversity effect and improved receiving 
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performance, and a diversity receiver producing a large 
diversity effect can be implemented with less circuitry than 
when maximal ratio combining diversity is practiced. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0013 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a diversity 
receiver in a first embodiment of the invention. 

0014 FIG. 2 is a drawing showing a scattered pilot, 
which is a known pilot Subcarrier component inserted peri 
odically among the Fourier-transformed OFDM subcarriers. 
0015 FIG. 3 is a drawing simulating the CNR's in the 
selection system, equal gain combining system, and maxi 
mal ratio combining system. 
0016 FIG. 4 is a drawing simulating the CNRS in the 
adaptive combining system and maximal ratio combining 
system. 

0017 FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating a diversity 
receiver in a second embodiment of the invention. 

0018 FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a diversity 
receiver in a third embodiment of the invention. 

0.019 FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a diversity 
receiver in a fourth embodiment of the invention. 

0020 FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a diversity 
receiver in a fifth embodiment of the invention. 

0021 FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating a diversity 
receiver in a sixth embodiment of the invention. 

0022 FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating a diversity 
receiver in a seventh embodiment of the invention. 

0023 FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating a diversity 
receiver in an eighth embodiment of the invention. 
0024 FIG. 12 is a block diagram showing the structure 
of the first pre-combination error correction unit in FIG. 11. 
0.025 FIG. 13 is a flow diagram showing an example of 
the operation of the main parts of the diversity receiver in 
FIG 11. 

0026 FIG. 14 is a block diagram illustrating a diversity 
receiver in a ninth embodiment of the invention. 

0027 FIG. 15 is a flow diagram showing an example of 
the operation of the main parts of the diversity receiver in 
FIG. 14. 

BEST MODE OF PRACTICING THE 
INVENTION 

0028. In the following descriptions of the embodiments, 
the case in which an orthogonal frequency division multi 
plexing (OFDM) signal is received in the instant diversity 
receiver will be described. OFDM transmission technology 
and diversity technology will be described before the 
description of the embodiments. 
0029 OFDM transmission technology (for transmitting 
and receiving) transmits information modulated onto a mul 
tiplexed plurality of Subcarriers having mutually orthogonal 
frequencies and performs the reverse process at the receiv 
ing end to demodulate the signal; practical use of this 
transmitting and receiving technology is advancing, particu 
larly in the broadcasting and communication fields. 
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0030. In OFDM transmission, the transmitter first assigns 
the data to be transmitted to a plurality of subcarriers, and 
modulates each Subcarrier digitally by a system such as 
QPSK (Quadrature Phase Shift Keying), QAM (Quadrature 
Amplitude Modulation), or DQPSK (Differential Encoded 
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying). Additional information 
relating to transmission parameters and transmission con 
trol, and a continuous pilot carrier component modulated 
with known data, are modulated onto a particular Subcarrier 
using DBPSK (Differential Binary Phase Shift Keying) or 
BPSK (Binary Phase Shift Keying); after these are multi 
plexed, the OFDM signal is converted to a desired frequency 
and transmitted. 

0031 More specifically, in transmission, the data to be 
transmitted are mapped onto the Subcarriers according to the 
modulation system thereof, and an inverse discrete Fourier 
transform is performed. Next, after the inverse discrete 
Fourier transform, the last part of the signal is copied to the 
beginning of the signal. This part is referred to as the guard 
interval; this enables the signal to be received without 
symbol interference at the receiving end even if there is a 
delayed signal having a delay time equal to or less than the 
guard interval. 

0032 Because all of the subcarriers in the OFDM system 
possess mutual orthogonality, the transmitted data can be 
recovered correctly if the subcarrier frequencies are cor 
rectly recovered at the receiving end. When the subcarrier 
frequencies at the receiving end include error with respect to 
the actual frequencies, however, intercarrier interference 
occurs, the probability of incorrect recovery of the trans 
mitted data increases, and transmission characteristics are 
degraded. Accordingly, the accuracy with which the Subcar 
rier frequencies can be recovered at the receiving end is a 
critical issue in an OFDM system. 

0033. A demodulator that receives an OFDM signal 
orthogonally demodulates the complex digital OFDM signal 
that is generally input, converting its frequency to the 
baseband, removes the guard intervals to obtain a time 
domain signal, and Fourier-transforms the time-domain sig 
nal to obtain a frequency-domain signal, which is then 
detected and thereby demodulated. 

0034. In an OFDM system, each subcarrier carries trans 
mitted data mapped according to a modulation system Such 
as QPSK or multilevel QAM; known pilot carrier signals are 
inserted among the Subcarriers periodically in the frequency 
and time directions. In the Japanese terrestrial digital TV 
broadcasting system, for example, a scattered pilot is 
inserted periodically; the OFDM receiver estimates channel 
characteristics on the basis of the scattered pilot to demodu 
late the subcarriers. 

0035 Diversity technology uses a plurality of demodu 
lation paths (at least two paths) as described above from 
respective antennas to respective OFDM demodulators, 
thereby obtaining higher receiving performance than when a 
single demodulation path is used. When signals are received 
in adverse transmission environments caused by multipath 
or Rayleigh-fading channels, diversity technology, by effect 
ing spatial diversity, generally reduces the error rate after 
signal demodulation and improves the receiving perfor 
aCC. 
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First Embodiment 

0.036 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the diversity 
receiver in the first embodiment. 

0037 AS OFDM signal demodulation paths, the diversity 
receiver has two demodulation paths: demodulation path A 
and demodulation path B. Demodulation path. A has a first 
antenna 11, a first tuner 12, a first AGC (Automatic Gain 
Control) unit 13, a first ADC (analog-to-digital converter) 
14, and a first OFDM demodulator 15. Demodulation path B 
has a second antenna 21, a second tuner 22, a second AGC 
unit 23, a second ADC 24, and a second OFDM demodulator 
25. 

0038. In the diversity receiver illustrated in FIG. 1, the 
first antenna 11 and second antenna 21 receive wireless 
signals that have been modulated for transmission. The first 
tuner 12 and second tuner 22 convert the frequency of the 
received wireless signals to a predetermined frequency 
band. 

0039. The first AGC unit 13 and second AGC unit 23 
adjust the gain levels of the frequency-converted analog 
signals. The gain level adjustment performed by the first 
AGC unit 13 and second AGC unit 23 produces optimal 
signal levels in the first and second demodulators 46, 56 in 
the following stage. Adjustment of the gain by the AGC 
circuits 13, 23 is preferable because in general the signal 
power of the received signals input from the antennas 11, 21 
varies due to, for example, the antenna gain and channel 
conditions. 

0040. The first ADC 14 and second ADC 24 convert the 
frequency-converted and gain-adjusted analog signals to 
digital signals, outputting a first received signal and a second 
received signal to the first OFDM demodulator 15 and 
second OFDM demodulator 25, respectively. 
0041) The first OFDM demodulator 15 and second 
OFDM demodulator 25 demodulate the first received signal 
and the second received signal and output respective digital 
demodulated signals. 
0.042 Signals corresponding to power (referred to as 
estimated power P. below) in estimated channel values 
calculated for each Subcarrier in the received signals on 
demodulation paths A and B are input from the first OFDM 
demodulator 15 and second OFDM demodulator 25 to a 
power ratio comparator 31. 
0043. The power ratio comparator 31 decides which of 
the estimated power values P is larger: the estimated power 
value P, A of demodulation path A or the estimated power 
value P of demodulation path B. It also compares an 
estimated power ratio P. obtained by dividing the larger 
of the two estimated power values P, A and P. by the 
smaller of these values with a predetermined threshold 
(referred to in the first embodiment as the power ratio 
threshold) for each Subcarrier, and outputs a signal indicat 
ing the result of the comparison to the selective/equal gain 
combining selector 33. 
0044) More specifically, if the estimated power ratio 
P is smaller than the power ratio threshold value, the 
power ratio comparator 31 outputs to the selective/equal 
gain combining selector 33 a signal indicating that a 
demodulated signal obtained by an equal-gain signal com 
biner 62, described later, will be output. On the other hand, 
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if the estimated power ratio P R is larger than the power 
ratio threshold, the power ratio comparator 31 outputs to the 
selective/equal gain combining selector 33 a signal indicat 
ing that the demodulated signal with the larger of the two 
estimated power values P. A. P. will be selected by the 
signal selector 61, described later. 
0045. In other words, the power ratio comparator 31 
calculates the power ratio P. from a first estimated power 
value which is a first power corresponding to the first 
received signal on demodulation path A and a second 
estimated value which is a second power corresponding to 
the second received signal on demodulation path B, and 
compares the power ratio P. with a predetermined thresh 
old value (power ratio threshold). 
0046 According to the signal received from the power 
ratio comparator 31, the selective/equal gain combining 
selector 33 decides whether to output a demodulated signal 
(hereinafter also referred to as a selected demodulated 
signal) that is obtained by selecting one of the two demodu 
lated signals output from the first OFDM demodulator 15 
and the second OFDM demodulator 25 (selection diversity) 
or a demodulated signal (hereinafter also referred to as a 
combined demodulated signal) that is obtained by combin 
ing both the demodulated signals with equal gain (equal gain 
combining diversity). Accordingly, in the diversity receiver 
according to the first embodiment, a resultant demodulated 
signal is output by the selective/equal gain combining selec 
tor 33. The selective/equal gain combining selector 33 thus 
functions as the demodulated signal output unit of the 
diversity receiver. 

0047. In other words, based on the output of the power 
ratio comparator 31, the selective/equal gain combining 
selector 33 outputs the single output from the first demodu 
lator 46, the single output from the second demodulator 56, 
or a combined output obtained by combining the outputs 
from the first demodulator 46 and the second demodulator 
56 with equal gain. 
0048. Accordingly, the selectively combined or equal 
gain combined signal output from the selective/equal gain 
combining selector 33 is a signal obtained by adaptively 
selecting either a demodulated signal obtained by selecting 
one of the demodulated signals corresponding to the first and 
second received signals for each Subcarrier component or a 
demodulated signal that is combined with equal gain accord 
ing to the estimated power ratio P. of the received signals 
on demodulation paths A and B; the diversity effect of the 
two demodulation paths A and B reduces the error rate of the 
modulated signal. 

0049. The error correction unit 34 performs error correc 
tion on the selectively combined or equal-gain combined 
signal output from the selective/equal gain combining selec 
tor 33 and outputs the corrected demodulated signal. 

0050. Next, the internal structure of the first OFDM 
demodulator 15 and the Second OFDM demodulator 25 will 
be described. GI removers 41, 51 are provided for eliminat 
ing guard intervals (GI's) in the first OFDM demodulator 15 
and the second OFDM demodulator 25, respectively. The 
first GI remover 41 takes the first received signal as input 
and recovers the OFDM symbol timing to eliminate the 
guard intervals added to the first received signal; the second 
GI remover 51 takes the second received signal as input and 
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recovers the OFDM symbol timing to eliminate the guard 
intervals added to the second received signal. 
0051) A first FFT unit 42 and second FFT unit 52 convert 
input time domain signals by the Fast Fourier Transform 
(referred to as FFT below) to output frequency domain 
signals. The frequency domain signals correspond to the 
Subcarrier components of the first received signal and the 
second received signal. 
0.052 A first channel estimator 43 and second channel 
estimator 53 extract pilot carrier components included in the 
frequency domain signals output from the first FFT unit 42 
and second FFT unit 52 to estimate the channel character 
istics of the signals received from antennas 11 and 21. For 
example, in the Japanese terrestrial wave digital TV broad 
casting system, scattered pilots are inserted periodically as 
shown in FIG. 2, and are used by TV receivers to estimate 
channel characteristics for demodulation of the carrier 
waves. A general channel estimation method, for example, 
divides each of the extracted scattered pilots by its known 
data and interpolates the results in the time and frequency 
directions, thereby enabling estimation of the channel char 
acteristics for each Subcarrier component. 
0053 A first estimated power value calculator 44 and 
second estimated power value calculator 54 calculate the 
estimated power P. A. P. on the channels estimated for 
each subcarrier in the channel estimators 43, 53, and output 
the results to a first demodulator 46, a second demodulator 
56, and the power ratio comparator 31. As described above, 
in this embodiment, since the received signals are OFDM 
signals modulated by the OFDM modulating system, the 
pilot signals (pilot Subcarrier components) included in the 
OFDM signals are used as reference signals by the channel 
estimators 43,53 to estimate the channel characteristics; the 
estimated power corresponding to each of the results is 
calculated by the estimated power value calculators 44, 54; 
the estimated power values are input to the power ratio 
comparator 31 as the received power; the power ratio 
comparator 31 calculates the power ratio of the power 
values; the calculated power ratio is compared with the 
predetermined threshold; the result of the comparison is 
output to the selective/equal gain combining selector 33. 

0054) A first demodulator 46 and second demodulator 56 
demodulate each Subcarrier component by dividing the 
frequency domain signals output from the FFT units 42, 52 
by signals corresponding to the channel estimation results 
output from the channel estimators 43,53. This operation is 
equivalent to multiplying the frequency domain signal by 
the complex conjugate signal of the channel estimation 
results and then dividing the result by the power value of the 
estimated channel characteristic. More specifically, the first 
demodulator 46 multiplies the output of the first FFT unit 42 
by the complex conjugate signal of the output of the first 
channel estimator 43 and divides the result by the first 
estimated power value P. A. The second demodulator 56 
multiplies the output of the second FFT unit 52 by the 
complex conjugate signal of the output of the second chan 
nel estimator 53 and divides the result by the second 
estimated power value P. B. 
0055) Next, the internal structure of the selective/equal 
gain combining selector 33 will be described. The selective/ 
equal gain combining selector 33 has a signal selector 61 and 
an equal-gain signal combiner 62. The signal selector 61 
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outputs a signal by the selection diversity system; more 
specifically, it selects either the first demodulated signal 
output from the first OFDM demodulator 15 or the second 
demodulated signal output from the second OFDM demodu 
lator 25 and outputs the selected signal as the selected 
demodulated signal. 

0056. The equal-gain signal combiner 62 outputs a signal 
by the equal-gain combined diversity system; it combines 
the first demodulated signal output from the first OFDM 
demodulator 15 and the second demodulated signal output 
from the second OFDM demodulator 25 with equal gain and 
outputs the result as a combined demodulated signal. 

0057. In the selective/equal gain combining selector 33, 
Switching between the signal selector 61 and equal-gain 
signal combiner 62 may be performed by providing a 
Switching means or other equivalent means. The received 
signal used in this embodiment is an OFDM signal, which 
includes a plurality of Subcarrier components; a demodu 
lated signal output unit 68 outputs either the selectively 
demodulated signal or the combined demodulated signal for 
each Subcarrier component. The signal resulting from the 
comparison by the power ratio comparator 31 is obtained 
from the result of a comparison of the power ratio with a 
threshold value that is determined under the condition that 
the received-power-to-noise-power ratio of the demodulated 
signal obtained by equal-gain combining of the plurality of 
demodulated signals must equal the maximum of the 
received-power-to-noise-ratios of the plurality of demodu 
lated signals. 

0058. The selective/equal gain combining selector 33 
outputs to the error correction unit 34 either the demodulated 
signal obtained by the signal selector 61 or the demodulated 
signal obtained by the equal-gain signal combiner 62 as a 
selectively combined or equal-gain combined signal, 
responsive to the output from the power ratio comparator 31. 

0059. The method of determining from the output of the 
power ratio comparator 31 whether to use the demodulated 
signal from the signal selector 61 or the demodulated signal 
from the equal-gain signal combiner 62 as the selectively 
combined or equal-gain combined signal will be described. 

0060. In general, when two antennas, the first antenna 11 
and second antenna 21, are used to perform spatially selec 
tive diversity, or selection diversity, the instantaneous 
received-power-to-noise-power ratio of the finally output 
demodulated signal (CNR)s is expressed by equation 1 
below. 

(CNR)sc=max (CNR)A (CNR) (1) 

0061 (CNR) (CNR), and (CNR)s are the carrier-to 
noise ratios of the Subcarrier on demodulation path A, the 
subcarrier on demodulation path B, and the selectively 
combined signal, respectively; the function maxX1, X2 
selects and outputs the larger of X1 and X2. It is assumed 
that the two antennas receive signals with equal noise power. 
Under this assumption, the amounts of power corresponding 
to the subcarriers are proportional to the values of (CNR) 
and (CNR). 

0062) The carrier-to-noise ratio of the final demodulated 
signal output by the equal gain combining diversity system, 
(CNR), is expressed by equation 2 below. 
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(CNR) = (VCNR), + (CNR) (2) 

0063. If the carrier-to-noise ratio of the final demodulated 
signal output by the maximal ratio combining diversity 
system is (CNR), (CNR) is expressed by equation 3 
below. 

0064 FIG. 3 is a graph showing computer simulation 
results of the carrier-to-noise ratios for selection diversity, 
equal gain combining diversity, and maximal ratio combin 
ing diversity, based on equations 1, 2, and 3. (CNR) 
becomes CNR in FIG. 3, and (CNR) becomes CNR; the 
graph shows the carrier-to-noise ratios of the final output 
demodulated signals for each type of diversity if CNR is 
fixed at 20 dB and CNR is varied from 0 dB to 40 dB. The 
circles indicate the carrier-to-noise ratio for selection diver 
sity; the squares indicate the carrier-to-noise ratio for equal 
gain combining diversity; the stars indicate the carrier-to 
noise ratio for maximal ratio combining diversity. 
0065. It can be seen from FIG. 3 that the closer the 
carrier-to-noise ratio CNR of the second received signal is 
to the carrier-to-noise ratio CNR of the first received signal 
(fixed at 20 dB in FIG. 3), the less the diversity effect of 
selection diversity becomes in comparison with maximal 
ratio combining diversity. For equal gain combining diver 
sity, conversely, the further CNR is from CNR, the less the 
diversity effect becomes in comparison with maximal ratio 
combining diversity. 
0066. It can accordingly be seen that the diversity effect 
can be improved by choosing either the selected demodu 
lated signal obtained by the signal selector 61 or the com 
bined demodulated signal obtained by the equal-gain signal 
combiner 62 as the selectively combined or equal gain 
combined signal. The choice can be made between using the 
selected demodulated signal or the combined demodulated 
signal as the selectively combined or equal gain combined 
signal by setting boundaries where the carrier-to-noise ratio 
obtained by selection diversity becomes equal to the carrier 
to-noise ratio obtained by equal gain combining diversity. 
That is, the switchover between the selected demodulated 
signal and the combined demodulated signal can be made 
according to formula 4 below. The term 3+2V2 in formula 4 
is the value of the ratio of the carrier-to-noise ratios at which 
the left side of equation 1 becomes equal to the left side of 
equation 2. Diversity carried out by switching between the 
selected demodulated signal and combined demodulated 
signal according to the condition given informula 4 will also 
be referred to as adaptive combining diversity in the descrip 
tion below. 

Combining method = (4) 

max(CNR), (CNR) 
min(CNR), (CNR) < 3+2 V2 equal gain, when 

selection, otherwise 

0067. When the selected demodulated signal is selected 
according to formula 4, in the signal selector 61, it suffices 
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to select one of the demodulated signals output from 
demodulation paths A and B according to the condition 
given in formula 5 below, 

SA, when (CNR) > (CNR) (5) 
Combined signal = 

SB, otherwise 

0068. In formula 5, SA denotes the-demodulated signal 
input to the selective/equal gain combining selector 33 
through demodulation path A, that is, the first demodulated 
signal, and S denotes the demodulated signal input to the 
selective/equal gain combining selector 33 through demodu 
lation path B, that is, the second demodulated signal. 
0069 Adaptive diversity is a system that selects either 
selection diversity or equal gain combining diversity adap 
tively to increase the carrier-to-noise ratio corresponding to 
the final output demodulated signal. 
0070 FIG. 4 shows computer simulated results of car 
rier-to-noise ratios when adaptive combining diversity and 
maximal ratio combining diversity are used. CNR is fixed 
at 20 dB, and CNR, is varied from 0 dB to 40 dB. The 
triangles in FIG. 4 indicate the carrier-to-noise ratio 
obtained by adaptive combining diversity; the stars indicate 
the carrier-to-noise ratio obtained by maximal ratio combin 
ing diversity. 

0071. In FIG. 4, the adaptive diversity processing was 
switched at the points at which the carrier-to-noise ratio 
obtained by selection diversity and the carrier-to-noise ratio 
obtained by equal gain combining diversity became equal 
(near 12 dB and 28 dB on the scale on the horizontal axis in 
FIG. 4). The output was accordingly obtained by selection 
diversity when CNR was greater than 0 dB and less than 
about 12 dB, and when CNR was greater than about 28 dB. 
and by equal gain combining diversity in the interval from 
about 12 dB to about 28 dB. That is, selection diversity and 
equal gain combining diversity were Switched at threshold 
values of +8 dB from a center value of 20 dB on the 
horizontal scale in FIG. 4. 

0072 The value of CNR at 12 dB on the horizontal scale 
under the conditions in FIG. 4, 

CNR=10x logo (10299/(3+2V2)) dB 
corresponds to the case in which the value of the CNR ratio 
in formula 4 is: 

The value of CNR at 28 dB on the horizontal scale under 
the conditions in FIG. 4, 

CNR=10x logo (10299/(3+2V2)) dB 
corresponds to the case in which the value of the CNR ratio 
in formula 4 is: 

0073. From the above, the threshold value in the power 
ratio comparator 31 is determined from conditions under 
which the received-power-to-noise-power ratio of the 
demodulated signal obtained by combining a plurality of 
demodulated signals with equal gain becomes equal to the 
maximal received-power-to-noise-power ratio among the 
received-power-to-noise-power ratios corresponding to each 
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of the plurality of demodulated signals. The signal selector 
61 selects and outputs the demodulated signal having the 
maximal received-power-to-noise-power ratio among the 
received-power-to-noise-power ratios corresponding to each 
of the demodulated signals output from demodulation paths 
A and B. 

0074. It can be seen from FIG. 4 that by using the 
adaptive combining diversity described above in the first 
embodiment, the diversity effect can be improved, compared 
with the use of selection diversity or equal gain combining 
diversity alone, the effect becoming Substantially the same 
as when maximal ratio combining diversity is used. 
0075 Adaptive combining diversity can accordingly be 
carried out by input of the power ratio threshold value 
corresponding to the estimated power ratio P. R., using the 
correspondence relationship between the estimated power 
values P. A. P. and (CNR)A (CNR). 
0.076 Thus, because the diversity receiver in the first 
embodiment is structured to output either a selected 
demodulated signal or a combined demodulated signal as the 
selectively combined or equal gain combined signal for each 
Subcarrier component adaptively, in Such a way as to 
increase the carrier-to-noise ratio of the selectively com 
bined or equal gain combined signal output from the selec 
tive/equal gain combining selector 33, it becomes possible 
to increase the diversity effect as compared with conven 
tional diversity receivers using only selection diversity or 
only equal gain combining diversity. The receiving perfor 
mance of the diversity receiver can also be improved. The 
diversity receiver in the first embodiment can also increase 
the diversity effect with a smaller circuit scale than when 
maximal ratio combining diversity is practiced. 

Second Embodiment 

0077. The first embodiment provides a structure in which 
adaptive combining diversity is carried out using power 
estimates P. A. P. output from the estimated power 
value calculators 44, 54. In the second embodiment, the 
power of the subcarrier components is calculated from the 
signal output after the Fourier transform, and adaptive 
combining diversity is carried out using the calculated 
result. In the description below, Subcarrier component power 
is also referred to as subcarrier power, and the value of the 
subcarrier power is also referred to as a subcarrier power 
value. 

0078 FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing a diversity 
receiver in the second embodiment. 

0079. The structure of the diversity receiver in FIG. 5 is 
the same as shown in FIG. 1 in the first embodiment, except 
for the first OFDM demodulator 15a, second OFDM 
demodulator 25a, power ratio comparator 31a, first subcar 
rier power calculator 45, and second subcarrier power cal 
culator 55, and except that there are no output connections 
from the first estimated power value calculator 44 and 
second estimated power value calculator 54 to the power 
ratio comparator 31a. 

0080. The operation of the diversity receiver in the sec 
ond embodiment will be described below. Descriptions of 
structures that are the same as in the first embodiment will 
be omitted. 
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0081. The first subcarrier power calculator 45 in the first 
OFDM demodulator 15a receives the frequency domain 
signal on demodulation path A, and calculates and then 
outputs the Subcarrier power P. of the frequency domain 
signal. Similarly, the second subcarrier power calculator 55 
in the second OFDM demodulator 25a receives the fre 
quency domain signal on demodulation path B, and calcu 
lates and then outputs the Subcarrier power P. of the 
frequency domain signal. 

0082 The power ratio comparator 31a receives subcar 
rier power values P. A. P. and a predetermined threshold 
value corresponding thereto. In the second embodiment, this 
threshold value, to which a power ratio obtained from the 
above power values is compared, will be referred to as the 
power ratio threshold value, as in the first embodiment. 
0083. The power ratio comparator 31a determines which 
of the two subcarrier power values, P. A. P. is larger. It 
furthermore compares the subcarrier power ratio P. 
obtained by dividing the larger one of the two subcarrier 
power values P. and P. by the smaller one with the 
power ratio threshold value, and outputs a signal corre 
sponding to the result of the comparison for each Subcarrier 
to the selective/equal gain combining selector 33. 

0084 More specifically, when the subcarrier power ratio 
P. is smaller than the power ratio threshold value, the 
power ratio comparator 31a outputs to the selective/equal 
gain combining selector 33 a signal indicating that the 
demodulated signal obtained in the equal-gain signal com 
biner 62 is to be output. Conversely, when the subcarrier 
power ratio P. is larger than the power ratio threshold 
value, the power ratio comparator 31a outputs to the selec 
tive/equal gain combining selector 33 a signal indicating that 
the demodulated signal corresponding to the larger of the 
two Subcarrier power values P. and P. is to be selected. 
0085. Responsive to the signal received from the power 
ratio comparator 31a, the selective/equal gain combining 
selector 33 selects either selection diversity, in which either 
the demodulated signal from the first OFDM demodulator 
15a or the demodulated signal from the second OFDM 
demodulator 25a is selected and output, or equal gain 
combining diversity, in which a demodulated signal 
obtained by combining the two demodulated signals from 
the first OFDM demodulator 15a and second OFDM 
demodulator 25a with equal gain is selected and output. 
0086 That is, according to the output of the power ratio 
comparator 31a, the selective/equal gain combining selector 
33 outputs the output signal from the first demodulator 46 
alone, the output signal from the second demodulator 56 
alone, or a combined output signal obtained by combining 
the above output signals. 
0087. Accordingly, the selectively combined or equal 
gain combined signal output from the selective/equal gain 
combining selector 33 is a signal obtained for each Subcar 
rier component by adaptively selecting either a demodulated 
signal corresponding to one of the Subcarrier power values 
P A and P. of the pair of received signals or the demodu 
lated signal obtained by combining the first demodulated 
signal and the second demodulated signal with equal gain 
responsive to the Subcarrier power ratio P. R. having a 
reduced error rate resulting from the diversity effect of the 
two demodulating paths A and B. 
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0088 As described above, like the first embodiment, the 
second embodiment is structured so that Subcarrier compo 
nent power values P. A and P. corresponding to (CNR)A 
and (CNR) are calculated after the Fourier transform, and 
adaptive combining diversity is carried out using the result. 
This structure makes it possible to carry out adaptive com 
bining diversity without being affected by channel estima 
tion errors, thus improving the receiving performance of the 
diversity receiver. 

Third Embodiment 

0089. The diversity receivers in the first and second 
embodiments are structured so that estimated power or 
Subcarrier power is determined from frequency domain 
signals output from the FFT units 42 and 52, based on which 
adaptive combining diversity is carried out. In the third 
embodiment, the power levels of the signals input through 
the antennas 11, 21 are determined and adaptive combining 
diversity is carried out by using these power levels, as 
described below. 

0090 FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing the diversity 
receiver in the third embodiment. 

0091. The structure of the diversity receiver in FIG. 6 is 
the same as shown in FIG. 1 in the first embodiment or in 
FIG. 6 in the second embodiment, except for the first OFDM 
demodulator 15b, second OFDM demodulator 25b, power 
ratio comparator 31b, input connections to the AGC units 
13, 23, and output connections from the ADC's 14, 24. 
0092. The operation of the diversity receiver in the third 
embodiment will be described below. Descriptions of struc 
tures that are the same as in the first or second embodiment 
will be omitted. 

0093. The first gain detector 47 in the first OFDM 
demodulator 15b receives a first received signal from the 
first ADC 14, calculates a difference between the average 
power of the first received signal and a desired power value, 
and outputs the calculated result as a first power control 
signal to the power ratio comparator 31b and the first AGC 
unit 13. Similarly, the second gain detector 57 in the second 
OFDM demodulator 25b receives a second received signal 
from the second ADC 24, calculates the difference between 
the average power of the second received signal and a 
desired power value, and outputs the calculated result as a 
second power control signal to the power ratio comparator 
31b and the second AGC unit 23. 

0094. The first power control signal and the second 
power control signal are used in the first AGC unit 13 and 
second AGC unit 23 to select the degree of amplification of 
the signals received through the antennas 11 and 21; a higher 
signal level of the power control signal indicates a lower 
antenna output signal power. 

0095. In the gain detectors 47 and 57, increasing the 
period of time over which the power of the received signal 
is averaged can improve the reliability of the final average 
value by allowing errors due to random noise to cancel out. 
If the averaging period is too long, however, time variations 
in the power of the received signal can cause performance 
degradation in some applications. The period of time over 
which the received signal power is averaged should there 
fore be optimized for each application. 
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0096. The first received signal and the second received 
signal are input to the OFDM demodulators 15b, 25b after 
gain adjustment. Accordingly, if there is a difference 
between the antenna gains on demodulation paths A and B, 
for example, a difference in the power levels of the signals 
received through antennas 11, 12 causes a difference in the 
noise power of the first received signal and the second 
received signal. 
0097. The difference in noise power affects the carrier 
to-noise ratio of the signal output from the selective/equal 
gain combining selector 33. In particular, when one of the 
received signals on the demodulation paths A and B is 
weaker than the other, and accordingly the amplification 
factor of the AGC unit 13 or 23 must be increased, the 
diversity effect is reduced. In order to prevent the diversity 
effect from being reduced, therefore, it is effective to control 
adaptive combining diversity according to the power ratio 
calculated by using the received signals before their gains 
are adjusted in the AGC units 13, 23. 
0098. The power ratio comparator 31b receives the first 
control signal output from the first gain detector 47, the 
second control signal output from the second gain detector 
57, and a predetermined threshold value. In the third 
embodiment, the predetermined threshold value, which is 
compared with the power ratio obtained from the above 
mentioned power values, will be referred to as the power 
ratio threshold value, as in the first embodiment and the 
second embodiment. 

0099. By using the first power control signal and the 
second power control signal output from the gain detectors 
47, 57, the power ratio comparator 31b determines whether 
the first received signal or the second received signal has the 
higher power level. Then the power ratio comparator 31b 
uses the above two power control signals to calculate 
received signal powers PA, PE corresponding to the power 
control signals, compares the received signal power ratio P. 
which is obtained by dividing the larger one of the two 
received signal powers PA, PE by the smaller one, with the 
power ratio threshold value, and outputs to the selective/ 
equal gain combining selector 33, for each Subcarrier, a 
signal varying responsive to the comparison result. 
0.100 More specifically, when the received signal power 
ratio P is smaller than the power ratio threshold value, the 
power ratio comparator 31b sends the selective/equal gain 
combining selector 33 a signal indicating that the demodu 
lated signal obtained in the equal-gain signal combiner 62 is 
to be output. Conversely, when the received signal power 
ratio P is larger than the power ratio threshold value, the 
power ratio comparator 31b sends the selective/equal gain 
combining selector 33 a signal indicating that the demodu 
lated signal corresponding to the larger of the two received 
signal power values P. A. P. is to be selected. 
0101 Based on the signal received from the power ratio 
comparator 31b, the selective/equal gain combining selector 
33 selects either selection diversity, in which either the 
demodulated signal from the first OFDM demodulator 15b 
or the demodulated signal from the second OFDM demodu 
lator 25b is selected and output, or equal gain combining 
diversity, in which a demodulated signal obtained by com 
bining the two demodulated signals from the first OFDM 
demodulator 15b and second OFDM demodulator 25b with 
equal gain is selected and output. 
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0102 That is, according to the output of the power ratio 
comparator 31b, the selective/equal gain combining selector 
33 outputs the output signal from the first demodulator 46 
alone, the output signal from the second demodulator 56 
alone, or a combined output signal obtained by combining 
the above output signals. 
0103). Accordingly, the selectively combined or equal 
gain combined signal output from the selective/equal gain 
combining selector 33 is a demodulated signal obtained for 
each Subcarrier component by adaptively selecting either a 
demodulated signal obtained by equal gain combining diver 
sity responsive to the received signal power ratio P. or a 
demodulated signal obtained by selecting one of the two 
demodulated signals corresponding to the received signals, 
having a reduced error rate resulting from the diversity effect 
of the two demodulating paths A and B. 
0104. As described above, since the diversity receiver in 
the third embodiment is structured so that adaptive combin 
ing diversity is carried out by using the control signals for 
adjusting the power levels of signals received through the 
antennas 11, 21, even if there is a difference between the 
receiving power levels of the two received signals, it is 
possible to combine the signals without reducing the diver 
sity effect. The performance of the diversity receiver can 
also be improved. Furthermore, even if the receiving power 
levels of the two received signals differ from each other, it 
is also possible to combine the signals without reducing the 
diversity effect, resulting in improved receiving perfor 
mance of the receiver. 

0105. In the third embodiment, the received signal power 
of each signal is calculated by using the two power control 
signals as described above and a signal is output from the 
power ratio comparator 31b on the basis of the received 
signal power, but the signal output from the power ratio 
comparator 31b may be based directly on the power control 
signals. In this case, since as the antenna output signal power 
decreases, the power control signal power increases, as 
mentioned above, it is necessary to regard a higher level of 
the power control signal as indicating a reduced carrier-to 
noise ratio. To determine the power control signal ratio, 
therefore, the reciprocal ratio of the power control signal 
values is determined, and adaptive combining diversity is 
carried out according to the reciprocal ratio. When the 
output of the signal selector 61 is used as the selectively 
combined or equal gain combined signal, it is necessary to 
choose between the output signals from the demodulators 
46, 56 in the OFDM demodulators 15b, 25b by selecting the 
output signal corresponding to the Smaller of the two power 
control signals. 

Fourth Embodiment 

0106 The diversity receiver in the third embodiment is 
structured so as to determine the power levels of the signals 
received through the antennas 11, 21 and carry out adaptive 
combining diversity per OFDM symbol by using these 
power levels. The diversity receiver in the fourth embodi 
ment carries out adaptive combining diversity by using the 
power levels of the signals received through the antennas 11, 
21 and the signal power derived from channel estimation for 
each subcarrier, as described below. 
0107 FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing the diversity 
receiver in the fourth embodiment. 
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0108). The structure of the diversity receiver in FIG. 7 is 
the same as shown in FIG. 6 in the third embodiment, except 
for the first OFDM demodulator 15c, second OFDM 
demodulator 25c, and power ratio comparator 31c, and 
except for the output connections to the power ratio com 
parator 31c from the estimated power value calculators 44. 
54, which are the same as shown in FIG. 1 in the first 
embodiment. 

0109) Next, the operation of the diversity receiver will be 
described. Descriptions of structures that are the same as in 
the first and third embodiments will be omitted. 

0110. The power ratio comparator 31c receives the first 
control signal output from the first gain detector 47, the 
second control signal output from the second gain detector 
57, the first estimated power output from the first estimated 
power value calculator 44, the second estimated power 
output from the second estimated power value calculator 54, 
and a predetermined threshold value. In the fourth embodi 
ment, as in the first and third embodiments, the predeter 
mined threshold value will be referred to as the power ratio 
threshold value. 

0111. From the first power control signal, the power ratio 
comparator 31c calculates a coefficient by which to multiply 
the first estimated power value. Similarly, from the second 
power control signal it calculates a coefficient by which to 
multiply the second estimated power value. The power ratio 
comparator 31c also determines which of the estimated 
power values, thus multiplied, is larger. The power ratio 
comparator 31c further compares the power ratio threshold 
value with a value obtained by dividing the larger one of the 
two multiplication results, obtained by multiplying the esti 
mated power values by the corresponding coefficients, by 
the Smaller one, and outputs a signal varying for each 
Subcarrier responsive to the comparison result to the selec 
tive/equal gain combining selector 33. 
0112 Responsive to the signal received from the power 
ratio comparator 31a, the selective/equal gain combining 
selector 33 selects either selection diversity, in which either 
the demodulated signal from the first OFDM demodulator 
15c or the demodulated signal from the second OFDM 
demodulator 25c is selected and output, or equal gain 
combining diversity, in which a demodulated signal 
obtained by combining the two demodulated signals from 
the first OFDM demodulator 15c and Second OFDM 
demodulator 25c with equal gain is selected and output. 
0113. The coefficients by which the outputs of the first 
estimated power value calculator 44 and second estimated 
power value calculator 54 are multiplied will now be 
described. As noted above, too large a noise power differ 
ential between the first received signal and the second 
received signal reduces the diversity effect. In order to 
prevent the diversity effect from being reduced, therefore, it 
is effective to control adaptive combining diversity by 
considering the power ratio of the received signals before 
their gains are adjusted. 

0114. The relationship among the power values of the 
signals received through the first antenna 11 and the second 
antenna 21, the gain adjustment quantities of the signals 
received through the first antenna 11 and the second antenna 
21, and the values of the output signals of the first estimated 
power value calculator 44 and second estimated power value 
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calculator 54 corresponding to a Subcarrier component can 
be approximately represented by equation 6 below. 

PAGE-VA (6) 
PB GAxB 

0115) In this equation, PA is the power of the signal 
received through the first antenna 11, P is the power of the 
signal received through the second antenna 21, GA is the 
gain adjustment quantity of the signal received through the 
first antenna 11, G is the gain adjustment quantity of the 
signal received through the second antenna 21, XA is the 
output of the first estimated power value calculator 44 
corresponding to the subcarrier component, and X is the 
output of the second estimated power value calculator 54 
corresponding to the Subcarrier component. 
0116. From the above equation, it can be seen that gain 
adjustment of the output of the first estimated power value 
calculator 44 in the first AGC unit 13 may be carried out by 
multiplying the output of the first estimated power value 
calculator 44 by a coefficient proportional to G. Similarly, 
gain adjustment of the output from the second estimated 
power value calculator 54 in the second AGC unit 23 may 
be carried out by multiplying the output of the second 
estimated power value calculator 54 by a coefficient pro 
portional to GA. 
0117 The power ratio comparator 31c carries out the 
decision process described by equations 4 and 5, for 
example, responsive to each pair of estimated power values 
obtained by multiplication by the above-mentioned coeffi 
cients. 

0118 Responsive to the output from the power ratio 
comparator 31c, the selective/equal gain combining selector 
33 outputs the first modulated signal, the second modulated 
signal, or a modulated signal obtained by combining the first 
modulated signal and the second modulated signal with 
equal gain. 
0119) Accordingly, the output of the selective/equal gain 
combining selector 33 is a signal obtained by carrying out 
adaptive combining diversity responsive to the power ratio 
of the signals received through the two antennas 11, 21 and 
the power ratio corresponding to the result of channel 
characteristic estimation of the received signals after the 
gain adjustment. 

0120. As described above, since the fourth embodiment 
provides a structure in which adaptive combining diversity 
is carried out using the power control signals for adjusting 
the power levels of the signals received from antennas 11, 21 
and the power values corresponding to the results of channel 
characteristic estimation for each Subcarrier component, 
even if there is a difference between the power levels of the 
two received signals, it is possible to combine the signals 
without reducing the diversity effect, resulting in improved 
receiving performance of the receiver. 

Fifth Embodiment 

0121 The diversity receiver in the fourth embodiment is 
structured so that adaptive combining diversity is carried out 
by using the power levels of the signals received through the 
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antennas 11, 21 and the power values corresponding to the 
results of the channel characteristic estimation for each 
subcarrier. The diversity receiver in the fifth embodiment 
carries out adaptive combining diversity by using the power 
levels of the signals received through the antennas 11, 21 
and the signal power for each subcarrier, as described below. 
0.122 FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing the diversity 
receiver in the fifth embodiment. 

0123. The structure of the diversity receiver in FIG. 8 is 
the same as shown in FIG. 7 in the fourth embodiment, 
except for the first OFDM demodulator 15d, second OFDM 
demodulator 25d power ratio comparator 31d, first subcar 
rier power calculator 45, and second subcarrier power cal 
culator 55, and except that there are no output connections 
to the power ratio comparator 31d from the first estimated 
power value calculator 44 and second estimated power value 
calculator 54. The first subcarrier power calculator 45 and 
second subcarrier power calculator 55 are the same as shown 
in FIG. 5 in the second embodiment. 

0.124. Next, the operation of the diversity receiver in the 
fifth embodiment will be described. Descriptions of struc 
tures that are the same as in the first and fourth embodiments 
will be omitted. 

0.125 The power ratio comparator 31d receives the first 
control signal output from the first gain detector 47, the 
second control signal output from the second gain detector 
57, the first subcarrier power output from the first subcarrier 
power calculator 45, the second subcarrier power output 
from the second subcarrier power calculator 55, and a 
predetermined threshold value. In the fifth embodiment, as 
in the first and fourth embodiments, the predetermined 
threshold value, which is compared with a power ratio 
obtained from the above-mentioned power values, will be 
referred to as the power ratio threshold value. 
0.126 The power ratio comparator 31d multiplies the first 
subcarrier power by a coefficient determined from the first 
power control signal. Similarly, it multiplies the second 
subcarrier power by a coefficient determined from the sec 
ond power control signal. The power ratio comparator 31d 
further determines which of the multiplication results for the 
first Subcarrier power and second Subcarrier power is larger; 
then it compares the power ratio threshold value with a value 
obtained by dividing the larger one of the two multiplication 
results by the Smaller one, and outputs a signal varying for 
each Subcarrier responsive to the comparison result to the 
selective/equal gain combining selector 33. The above coef 
ficient may be determined in the same way as in the fourth 
embodiment. More specifically, it can be determined by 
processing of the outputs of the first estimated power value 
calculator 44 and second estimated power value calculator 
54 similar to the processing of the outputs of the first 
subcarrier power calculator 45 and second subcarrier power 
calculator 55. 

0127. Responsive to the signal received from the power 
ratio comparator 31d, the selective/equal gain combining 
selector 33 selects either selection diversity, in which either 
the demodulated signal from the first OFDM demodulator 
15d or the demodulated signal from the second OFDM 
demodulator 25d is selected and output, or equal gain 
combining diversity, in which a demodulated signal 
obtained by combining the two demodulated signals from 
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the first OFDM demodulator 15d and second OFDM 
demodulator 25d with equal gain is selected and output. 
0128. The power ratio comparator 31d carries out the 
decision process described by equations 4 and 5, for 
example, responsive to the results obtained by multiplying 
the subcarrier powers output from the first subcarrier power 
calculator 45 and second subcarrier power calculator 55 by 
the coefficients. 

0129 Responsive to the output from the power ratio 
comparator 31d, the selective/equal gain combining selector 
33 outputs the first modulated signal, the second modulated 
signal, or a modulated signal obtained by combining the first 
modulated signal and the second modulated signal with 
equal gain. 

0130. Accordingly, the output of the selective/equal gain 
combining selector 33 is a signal obtained by adaptively 
Switching between equal gain combining diversity and 
selection diversity for each subcarrier responsive to the 
power ratio of the pair of signals received through the 
antennas 11, 21 and the subcarrier power ratio of the 
received signals after the gain adjustment. 

0131. As described above, since the fifth embodiment 
provides a structure in which adaptive combining diversity 
is carried out using the power control signals for adjusting 
the power levels of the signals received from the antennas 
11, 21 and the power values of the subcarrier components 
after the Fourier transform, even if there is a difference 
between the power levels of the two received signals, it is 
possible to combine the signals without reducing the diver 
sity effect, resulting in improved receiving performance of 
the receiver, and it is possible to carry out adaptive com 
bining diversity without being affected by channel charac 
teristic estimation error, also resulting in improved receiving 
performance of the receiver. 

Sixth Embodiment 

0132) The diversity receiver in the fifth embodiment is 
structured so that adaptive combining diversity is carried out 
by using the power levels of the signals received through the 
antennas 11, 21 and the signal power of each Subcarrier. The 
diversity receiver in the sixth embodiment carries out adap 
tive combining diversity by adaptively changing the thresh 
old value for the power ratio comparator responsive to the 
power levels of the signals received through the antennas 11, 
21 and using the threshold value and the estimated power 
values, as described below. 

0.133 FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing the diversity 
receiver in the sixth embodiment. 

0134) The structure of the diversity receiver in FIG. 9 is 
the same as shown in FIG. 8 in the fifth embodiment, except 
for the power ratio comparator 31e, a threshold conversion 
table unit 32 provided between the first gain detector 47 and 
second gain detector 57 and the power ratio comparator 31e, 
and except that the power ratio threshold value is output 
from the threshold conversion table unit 32 to the power 
ratio comparator 31e. The first OFDM demodulator 15e and 
Second OFDM demodulator 25e in FIG. 9 have the same 
structure as the first OFDM demodulator 15c and second 
OFDM demodulator 25c in FIG. 7 in the fourth embodi 
ment. 
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0135) Next, the operation of the diversity receiver in the 
sixth embodiment will be described. Descriptions of struc 
tures that are the same as in the first and fifth embodiments 
will be omitted. 

0.136 The threshold conversion table unit 32 outputs a 
power ratio threshold value that varies responsive to the first 
power control signal output from the first gain detector 47 
and the second power control signal output from the second 
gain detector 57. That is, while the power ratio threshold 
value is predetermined in the first to fifth embodiments, the 
threshold conversion table unit 32 outputs a power ratio 
threshold value varying responsive to the first power control 
signal and the second power control signal. 
0.137 The power ratio threshold value in this embodi 
ment is determined from equation 6 by multiplying a pre 
determined power ratio threshold value by the ratio of the 
first power control signal and the second power control 
signal. Accordingly, the threshold conversion table unit 32 
may prestore the results of multiplication of the predeter 
mined power ratio threshold value by the ratio of the first 
control signal and the second control signal. 
0.138. The power ratio comparator 31e receives the first 
estimated power value, the second estimated power value, 
and the predetermined power ratio threshold value, and 
determines which of the first estimated power value and the 
second estimated value is larger, then it compares the power 
ratio threshold value received from the threshold conversion 
table unit 32 with a value obtained by dividing the larger one 
of the two estimated power values by the smaller one, and 
outputs a signal varying for each Subcarrier responsive to the 
comparison result to the selective/equal gain combining 
Selector 33. 

0.139 Responsive to the signal received from the power 
ratio comparator 31e, the selective/equal gain combining 
selector 33 selects either selection diversity, in which either 
the demodulated signal from the first OFDM demodulator 
15e or the demodulated signal from the second OFDM 
demodulator 25e is selected and output, or equal gain 
combining diversity, in which a demodulated signal 
obtained by combining the two demodulated signals from 
the first OFDM demodulator 15e and Second OFDM 
demodulator 25e with equal gain is selected and output. 
0140 That is, the selective/equal gain combining selector 
33 outputs, responsive to the output from the power ratio 
comparator 31e, the first modulated signal, the second 
modulated signal, or a modulated signal obtained by com 
bining the first modulated signal and the second modulated 
signal with equal gain. 
0.141. Accordingly, the output of the selective/equal gain 
combining selector 33 is a signal obtained by adaptively 
selecting either one of a pair of demodulated signals on the 
demodulation paths A, B, which is selected responsive to the 
power ratio of the two channel characteristic estimation 
values of the two received signals for each subcarrier 
component, or a demodulated signal obtained by combining 
the demodulated signals on demodulation paths A, B, the 
diversity effect of the two demodulation paths A and B 
reduces the error rate of the modulated signal. 
0142. As described above, the sixth embodiment pro 
vides a structure in which adaptive combining diversity is 
carried out by adaptively varying the power ratio threshold 
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value responsive to the power levels of the signals received 
through the antennas 11, 21, and using the varying power 
ratio threshold value and power values corresponding to the 
channel characteristic estimation results; thus it can elimi 
nate the need for a multiplier for correcting the power values 
resulting from channel estimation according to the power 
control signals, with the effect that the diversity combining 
process for each subcarrier can be carried out by a receiver 
with less circuitry, without a reduction of the diversity effect 
due to a difference between the receiving power levels. 

Seventh Embodiment 

0143. The diversity receiver in the sixth embodiment 
carries out adaptive combining diversity by adaptively 
changing the threshold value responsive to the power levels 
of the signals received through the antennas 11, 21 and using 
the threshold value and the estimated power values as 
described above. The diversity receiver in the seventh 
embodiment is another example of the diversity receiver in 
the sixth embodiment 

014.4 FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing the diversity 
receiver in the seventh embodiment. 

0145 The structure of the diversity receiver in FIG. 10 is 
the same as shown in FIG. 9 in the sixth embodiment, 
except for the power ratio comparator 31f first subcarrier 
power calculator 45, and second Subcarrier power calculator 
55, and except that there are no connections from the first 
estimated power value calculator 44 and second estimated 
power value calculator 54 to the power ratio comparator 31f. 
The first subcarrier power calculator 45 and second subcar 
rier power calculator 55 are the same as in FIG. 5 in the 
second embodiment. The first OFDM demodulator 15f and 
second OFDM demodulator 25f in FIG. 10 have the same 
structure as the first OFDM demodulator 15d and second 
OFDM demodulator 25d in FIG. 8 in the fifth embodiment. 

0146) Next, the operation of the diversity receiver in the 
seventh embodiment will be described. Descriptions of 
structures that are the same as in the first to sixth embodi 
ments will be omitted. 

0147 The threshold conversion table unit 32 determines 
a power ratio threshold value responsive to the first power 
control signal and the second power control signal as 
described in the sixth embodiment and outputs it to the 
power ratio comparator 31f. 
0148. The power ratio comparator 31f compares the first 
subcarrier power value received from the first subcarrier 
power calculator 45 with the second subcarrier power value 
received from the second subcarrier power calculator 55 and 
determines which of the two subcarrier power values is 
larger. It further compares a value obtained by dividing the 
larger one of the two subcarrier power values by the smaller 
one with the power ratio threshold value received from the 
threshold conversion table unit 32, and outputs a signal 
varying for each Subcarrier responsive to the comparison 
result to the selective/equal gain combining selector 33. 
0149 Responsive to the signal received from the power 
ratio comparator 31f the selective/equal gain combining 
selector 33 selects either selection diversity, in which either 
the demodulated signal from the first OFDM demodulator 
15f or the demodulated signal from the second OFDM 
demodulator 25fis selected and output, or equal gain com 
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bining diversity, in which a demodulated signal obtained by 
combining the two demodulated signals from the first 
OFDM demodulator 15f and second OFDM demodulator 
25f with equal gain is selected and output. 
0150. That is, the selective/equal gain combining selector 
33 outputs, responsive to the output from the power ratio 
comparator 31f a signal output from the first demodulator 
46 alone, a signal output from the second demodulator 56 
alone, or a signal obtained by combining the signals output 
from the first demodulator 46 and second demodulator 56 
with equal gain. 
0151. Accordingly, the output of the selective/equal gain 
combining selector 33 is a demodulated signal obtained by 
adaptively selecting one of the pair of demodulated signals 
on the demodulation paths A, B, responsive to the power 
ratio of the two channel characteristic estimation values of 
the two received signals for each Subcarrier component, or 
a demodulated signal obtained by combining the demodu 
lated signals on demodulation paths A, B; the diversity effect 
of the two demodulation paths A and B reduces the error rate 
of the modulated signal. 
0152. As described above, the seventh embodiment pro 
vides a structure in which adaptive combining diversity is 
carried out by adaptively varying the power ratio threshold 
value responsive to the power levels of signals received 
through the antennas 11, 21, and using the varying power 
ratio threshold value and power values corresponding to the 
channel characteristic estimation results; thus it can elimi 
nate the need for a multiplier for correcting the power values 
resulting from the channel estimation according to the power 
control signals, so the diversity combining process for each 
subcarrier can be carried out by a receiver with less circuitry, 
without a reduction of the diversity effect due to a difference 
between the receiving power levels. It is so structured that 
adaptive combining diversity is carried out using the power 
values of the subcarrier components after the Fourier trans 
form, making it possible to carry out adaptive combining 
diversity without being affected by channel estimation error, 
resulting in improved receiving performance of the receiver. 

Eighth Embodiment 
0153. The diversity receiver in the seventh embodiment 
carries out adaptive combining diversity by adaptively vary 
ing a threshold value in the power ratio comparator respon 
sive to the power levels of the signals received through the 
antennas 11, 21 and using the threshold value together with 
the signal power values of the subcarriers. In the diversity 
receiver in the eighth embodiment, in addition to the power 
level and the estimated power value P, used in the sixth 
embodiment, an error count obtained as a result of the 
correction of errors in the demodulated signals output from 
the first demodulator 46 and second demodulator 56 is also 
taken into account to carry out adaptive combining diversity, 
as described below. 

0154) In general, a received signal using a Reed-Solomon 
error correcting code requires a Reed-Solomon demodulator 
in the error corrector of the receiver. A Reed-Solomon 
demodulator performs error correction for the received 
signal by using parity information added to the received data 
packet to reproduce the received data. The received data 
stream is divided into blocks of a given size and parity 
information is inserted in each block, the data and parity 
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information constituting a data packet with a given amount 
of data. The Reed-Solomon demodulator corrects errors in 
each data packet independently. 

0155 If the number of errors in a data packet exceeds the 
error correcting capability of the parity information, the 
Reed-Solomon demodulator becomes unable to perform 
error correction, but it can still count the number of data 
packets with errors that were uncorrectable. Accordingly, it 
is possible to set the Reed-Solomon demodulator to output 
demodulated signals and also to output the number of data 
packets with uncorrectable errors at regular intervals. The 
diversity receiver in this embodiment makes use of this 
count of the number of data packets with uncorrectable 
errors. In the following descriptions, the number of data 
packets with uncorrectable errors will be represented as N. 
It will be assumed that the number of errors is the same as 
the number of data packets with uncorrectable errors. 
0156 FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing a diversity 
receiver in the eighth embodiment. The structure of the 
diversity receiver in FIG. 11 is the same as shown in FIG. 
9 in the sixth embodiment, except for the power ratio 
comparator 31g, a first pre-combination error correction unit 
63, and a second pre-combination error correction unit 64. 
and except that there is no threshold conversion table unit. 
The first pre-combination error correction unit 63 and sec 
ond pre-combination error correction unit 64 operate fol 
lowing the first demodulator 46 and second demodulator 56 
so that adaptive combining diversity is carried out by using 
the counts of the number of data packets with uncorrectable 
errors. FIG. 12 is a block diagram showing the structure of 
the first pre-combination error correction unit 63 and second 
pre-combination error correction unit 64 in FIG. 11; a 
counter 66 in FIG. 12 counts the number of data packets 
with uncorrectable errors output from the Reed-Solomon 
demodulator 65. 

0157. The Reed-Solomon decoder 65 in the first pre 
combination error correction unit 63 corrects errors in the 
first demodulated signal output from the first demodulator 
46, and outputs a signal indicating the number of data 
packets with uncorrectable errors N. occurring in a 
predetermined period of time, which will be referred to as an 
uncorrectable error signal below. Responsive to the uncor 
rectable error signal, the counter 66 calculates the number 
N of data packets with uncorrectable errors in the first 
demodulated signal and outputs a signal indicating the 
calculated result to the power ratio comparator 31g. 

0158 Similarly, the Reed-Solomon decoder 65 in the 
second pre-combination error correction unit 64 corrects 
errors in the second demodulated signal output from the 
second demodulator 56, and outputs an uncorrectable error 
signal. Responsive to the uncorrectable error signal, the 
counter 66 calculates the number N. of data packets with 
uncorrectable errors in the second demodulated signal and 
outputs a signal indicating the calculated result to the power 
ratio comparator 31g. In the following descriptions of the 
eighth embodiment, the uncorrectable error signal output 
from the first pre-combination error correction unit 63 will 
be referred to as the first uncorrectable error signal; the 
uncorrectable error signal output from the second pre 
combination error correction unit 64 will be referred to as 
the second uncorrectable error signal. Similarly, the number 
of data packets with uncorrectable errors in the first demodu 
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lated signal N. will be referred to as the first number of 
data packets with uncorrectable errors N. A; the number of 
data packets with uncorrectable errors in the second 
demodulated signal N. will be referred to as the second 
number of data packets with uncorrectable errors N. B. 
0159. The power ratio comparator 31g receives the first 
power control signal output from the first gain detector 47. 
the second power control signal output from the second gain 
detector 57, the first estimated power value P, output 
from the first estimated power value calculator 44, the 
second estimated power value P output from the second 
estimated power value calculator 54, the first uncorrectable 
error signal, and the second uncorrectable error signal. 
0.160) A first threshold value Th for the first power 
control signal and second power control signal, a second 
threshold value The for the first uncorrectable error signal 
and second uncorrectable error signal, and a third threshold 
value Th, for the first estimated power value P, A and the 
second estimated power value P are input in advance to 
the power ratio comparator 31g. 
0.161 FIG. 13 is a flow-diagram showing an example of 
the operation of the power ratio comparator 31g in the 
diversity receiver in FIG. 11. 
0162. In the power ratio comparator 31g in FIG. 11, the 
average power value of the first received signals is calcu 
lated from the first power control signal, and the average 
power value of the second received signal is calculated from 
the second power control signal (S1). Then the difference AP 
between the two average power values is calculated (S2), 
and the difference AP is compared with the first threshold 
value Th (S3). 
0.163 As a result of the comparison, if the difference AP 
between the average power values is larger than the first 
threshold value Th (S4: Yes), the first number of data 
packets with uncorrectable errors N. A. indicated by the 
first uncorrectable error signal, and the second number of 
data packet with uncorrectable errors N p, indicated by 
the second uncorrectable error signal, are compared with the 
second threshold value Th (S5). 
0164. If the result of step S5, is that the first number 
N. is found to be smaller than the second threshold value 
T. (S6: Yes), and the second number N. is found to be 
larger than the second threshold value Th (S7: Yes), the 
power ratio comparator 31g outputs a signal indicating that 
the first demodulated signal should be selected by the signal 
selector 61 in the selective/equal gain combining selector 33 
(S8). 

(0165) If the result of step S5 is that the first number N. A 
is found to be larger than the second threshold value Th (S6: 
No and S9: Yes), and the second number N. is found to 
be smaller than the second threshold value Tha (S10: Yes), 
the power ratio comparator 31g outputs a signal indicating 
that the second demodulated signal should be selected by the 
signal selector 61 in the selective/equal gain combining 
selector 33 (S.11). 
0166 In other words, in steps S5 to S11, if it is deter 
mined that just one of the first number of data packets with 
uncorrectable errors, indicated by the first uncorrectable 
error signal N. A. or the second number of data packets 
with uncorrectable errors, indicated by the second uncor 
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rectable error signal Ne e is larger than the second thresh 
old value Th., a signal is output from the power ratio 
comparator 31g to the selective/equal gain combining selec 
tor 33 indicating that the demodulated signal in which the 
number of data packets with uncorrectable errors is smaller 
than the second threshold value This to be output. 
0167. In other cases, that is, if the difference AP between 
the average power values is smaller than the first threshold 
value Th (S4: No), if both the first number of data packets 
with uncorrectable errors N A and the second number of 
data packets with uncorrectable errors N. are smaller 
than the second threshold value Th (S7: No), or if both the 
first number of data packets with uncorrectable errors N. A 
and the second number of data packets with uncorrectable 
errors N E are larger than the second threshold value Th. 
(S10: No), the power ratio comparator 31g determines the 
estimated power ratio P. from the first estimated power 
value P and the second estimated power value P as 
represented by equation 7 below. 

p.males. A 's Bl (7) 
R min P. A. P. 

0168 In equation 7, maxX1, X2 is a function for 
selecting and outputting the larger one of X1 and X2: 
minX1, X2 is a function for selecting and outputting the 
smaller one of X1 and X2. 

0169. In this specific case, for example, the power ratio 
comparator 31g determines which of the first estimated 
power value P and the second estimated power value 
P is larger, and obtains the estimated power ratio P. R. 
by dividing the larger one of the estimated power values by 
the smaller one. The power ratio comparator 31g further 
compares the obtained estimated power ratio P. with the 
third threshold value Th (S12). 
0170 If the result of the comparison in step S12 is that 
the estimated power ratio P. is smaller than the third 
threshold value Th (S13: Yes), the power ratio comparator 
31g outputs to the selective/equal gain combining selector 
33 a signal indicating that the combined demodulated signal 
obtained in the equal-gain signal combiner 62 is to be output 
for each subcarrier (S14). 
0171 If the result of the comparison in Step 12 is that the 
estimated power ratio P. is larger than the third threshold 
value Th (S13: No), the power ratio comparator 31g outputs 
to the selective/equal gain combining selector 33 a signal 
indicating that the selected demodulated signal obtained in 
the signal selector 61 is to be output for each subcarrier 
(S15). 
0172 Responsive to the signal received from the power 
ratio comparator 31g, the selective/equal gain combining 
selector 33 outputs the demodulated signal obtained in the 
signal selector 61 or the equal-gain signal combiner 62 to the 
error correction unit 34. 

0173 As described above, the eighth embodiment pro 
vides a structure in which adaptive combining diversity is 
carried out responsive to the number of data packets with 
uncorrectable errors obtained from error correction of the 
demodulated signals output from the first demodulator 46 
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and the second demodulator 56, so the diversity combining 
process for each subcarrier can be carried out by a receiver 
with less circuitry, without a reduction of the diversity effect 
due to a difference between the received power levels. 

Ninth Embodiment 

0.174 The diversity receiver in the eighth embodiment 
carries out adaptive combining diversity by taking account 
of the number of errors found by error correction of the 
demodulated signals output from the first demodulator 46 
and second demodulator 56, in addition to the power levels 
and estimated power values P. A. P. t. The diversity 
receiver in the ninth embodiment carries out adaptive com 
bining diversity by using, in addition to the power levels and 
estimated power values P. A. P. B. the number of errors 
(number of data packets with uncorrectable errors) found by 
error correction of either the first demodulated signal output 
from the first demodulator 46 or the second demodulated 
signal output from the second demodulator 56, and the 
number of errors (number of data packets with uncorrectable 
errors) found by error correction of the signal output from 
the selective/equal gain combining selector 33, as described 
below. 

0.175 FIG. 14 is a block diagram showing the structure 
of a diversity receiver in the ninth embodiment. The struc 
ture of the pre-combination error correction unit 67 and the 
error correction unit 34 in FIG. 14 may be the same as the 
structure of the first pre-combination error correction unit 63 
and second pre-combination error correction unit 64 in FIG. 
12 in the eighth embodiment. In the descriptions below, 
descriptions of structures that are the same as in the first to 
eighth embodiments will be omitted. 
0176) The pre-combination error correction unit 67 per 
forms error correction of the first demodulated signal output 
from the first demodulator 46, and outputs to the power ratio 
comparator 31h a third uncorrectable error signal indicating 
a third number of data packets with uncorrectable errors 
N pre obtained in a predetermined period of time. The error 
correction unit 34 performs error correction of the selec 
tively combined or equal gain combined signal, and outputs 
to the power ratio comparator 31h a fourth uncorrectable 
error signal indicating a fourth number of data packets with 
uncorrectable errors N. r. 
0177. The power ratio comparator 31h receives the first 
power control signal output from the first gain detector 47. 
the second power control signal output from the second gain 
detector 57, the first estimated power value output from the 
first-estimated power value calculator 44, the second esti 
mated power value output from the second estimated power 
value calculator 54, the third uncorrectable error signal 
output from the pre-combination error correction unit 67. 
and the fourth uncorrectable error signal output from the 
error correction unit 34. 

0.178 A first threshold value Th for the first power 
control signal and the second power control signal, a fourth 
threshold value Tha for the third uncorrectable error signal, 
a fifth threshold value Ths for the fourth uncorrectable error 
signal, and a sixth threshold value The for the first estimated 
power value and the second estimated power value are input 
in advance to the power ratio comparator 31h. 
0.179 FIG. 15 is a flow diagram showing an example of 
the operation of the power ratio comparator 31h of the 
diversity receiver in FIG. 14. 
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0180. The power ratio comparator 31h in FIG. 14 cal 
culates the average power value of the first received signal 
from the input first power control signal and the average 
power value of the second received signal from the second 
power control signal (S21), calculates the difference AP 
between the two average power values (S22), and compares 
the difference AP with the first threshold value Th (S23). 
0181. As a result of the comparison, if the difference AP 
between the average power values is larger than the first 
threshold value Th (S24: Yes), the power ratio comparator 
31h compares the third number of data packets having 
uncorrectable errors N. indicated by the third uncor 
rectable error signal with the fourth threshold value Tha, and 
compares the fourth number of data packets having uncor 
rectable errors N. indicated by the fourth uncorrectable 
error signal with the fifth threshold value Ths (S25). 
0182) If the result of step S25 is that the third number of 
data packets having uncorrectable errors N. indicated 
by the third uncorrectable error signal is found to be smaller 
than the fourth threshold value Tha (S26: Yes), and the 
number of data packets having uncorrectable errors N. r 
indicated by the fifth uncorrectable error signal is found to 
be larger than the fifth threshold value This (S27: Yes) the 
power ratio comparator 31h compares the average power 
values of the first and second received signals obtained in 
step S21 and determines which average power value is the 
larger (S28). 
0183) If the result of step S28 is that the first average 
power is larger than the second average power (S28: Yes), 
the power ratio comparator 31h outputs a signal indicating 
that the first demodulated signal should be selected by the 
signal selector 61 in the selective/equal gain combining 
selector 33 and the first demodulated signal should be output 
from the selective/equal gain combining selector 33 (S29) If 
the result of step S28 is that the first average power value is 
smaller than the second average power value (S28: No), the 
power ratio comparator 31h outputs a signal indicating that 
the second demodulated signal should be selected by the 
signal selector 61 in the selective/equal gain combining 
selector 33 and should be output from the selective/equal 
gain combining selector 33 (S30). 
0184. In other words, in steps S25 to S30, if it is deter 
mined that the third number of data packets with uncorrect 
able errors indicated by the third uncorrectable error signal 
is smaller than the fourth threshold value Tha and the fourth 
number of data packets with uncorrectable errors indicated 
by the fourth uncorrectable error signal is larger than the 
fifth threshold value Ths, the power ratio comparator 31h 
selects the larger of the average power values, and a signal 
is output from the power ratio comparator 31h to the 
selective/equal gain combining selector 33, indicating that 
the demodulated signal, on either demodulation path A or B. 
with the selected average power value is to be selected and 
output. 

0185. In other cases, that is, if the difference AP between 
the average power values is smaller than the first threshold 
value Th (S24: No), if the third number of data packets with 
uncorrectable errors N. is equal to or larger than the 
fourth threshold value Tha (S26: No), or if the fourth number 
of data packets with uncorrectable errors N. f is equal to or 
less than the fifth threshold value Ths (S27: No), the power 
ratio comparator 31h determines the estimated power ratio 
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P from the first estimated power value P, A and the 
second estimated power value P as in equation 7 in the 
eighth embodiment, and compares the estimated power ratio 
P. with the sixth threshold value Th (S32). cS 

0186 If the result of the comparison in step S32 is that 
the estimated power ratio P. is found to be smaller than 
the sixth threshold value The (S33: Yes), a signal is output 
from the power ratio comparator 31h to the selective/equal 
gain combining selector 33, indicating that the demodulated 
signal obtained in the equal-gain signal combiner 62 should 
be output (S34). 
0187. For each subcarrier, if the result of the comparison 
in step S32 is that the estimated power ratio P. is is larger 
than the sixth threshold value The (S33: No), the power ratio 
comparator 31h outputs to the selective/equal gain combin 
ing selector 33 a signal indicating that the demodulated 
signal obtained in the signal selector 61 is to be output (S35). 
Responsive to the signal received from the power ratio 
comparator 31h, the selective/equal gain combining selector 
33 outputs the demodulated signal obtained in the signal 
selector 61 or the equal-gain signal combiner 62 to the error 
correction unit 34. 

0188 As described above, the ninth embodiment pro 
vides a structure in which adaptive combining diversity is 
carried out by using a third number of data packets with 
uncorrectable errors obtained from the result of error cor 
rection in either the first demodulated signal or the second 
demodulated signal and a fourth number of data packets 
with uncorrectable errors obtained from the result of error 
correction of the signal output from the selective/equal gain 
combining selector 33, in addition to the power levels and 
the estimated power ratio P. So a diversity combining 
process responsive to the number of errors on the demodu 
lation paths A and B for each subcarrier can be carried out 
by a receiver with less circuitry, without a reduction of the 
diversity effect due to a difference between the received 
power levels. 
0189 In the eighth and ninth embodiments, the diversity 
process utilizes the number of data packets with uncorrect 
able errors, but it is also possible to use, together with the 
number of data packets with uncorrectable errors, an uncor 
rectable error packet ratio (also referred to as an error rate) 
obtained by dividing the number of data packets with 
uncorrectable errors by the number of data packets received 
in the predetermined period of time. 
0190. The first to ninth embodiments have a structure 
with two demodulation paths, but the invention is not limited 
to two demodulation paths: the structure can be easily 
adapted to the case in which Switching between selection 
diversity and equal gain combining diversity is carried out in 
a diversity receiver with three or more demodulation paths. 
0191 In the third to ninth embodiments, the first gain 
detector 47 and the second gain detector 57 are disposed in 
the first OFDM demodulator and the Second OFDM 
demodulator, respectively, but they may be disposed outside 
the two OFDM demodulators. 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY 

0.192 As described above, the diversity receiving method 
of the present invention is adapted to switch adaptively 
between selection diversity and equal gain combining diver 
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sity for each subcarrier responsive to the power of the 
received signals on each of the demodulation paths, so in 
comparison with conventional diversity receiving methods 
that perform only selection or only equal gain combining, 
the diversity effect can be increased and receiving perfor 
mance can be improved, while in comparison with the 
practice of maximal ratio combining diversity, a diversity 
receiver with a large diversity effect can be implemented in 
less circuitry. 

1. A diversity receiver having: 
a plurality of demodulation paths for demodulating 

received signals and outputting demodulated signals; 
a power ratio comparator for calculating a power ratio 

from a first power corresponding to a first received 
signal on one of the demodulation paths and a second 
power corresponding to a second received signal on 
another one of the demodulation paths, and comparing 
the power ratio with a predetermined threshold value; 

a signal selector for selecting one of the demodulated 
signals output from the plurality of demodulation paths 
and outputting the selected demodulated signal; 

an equal-gain signal combiner for combining the demodu 
lated signals output from the plurality of demodulation 
paths with predetermined gains, and outputting a com 
bined demodulated signal; and 

a demodulated signal output unit for outputting one of the 
demodulated signals, either the selected demodulated 
signal or the combined demodulated signal, responsive 
to a result of the comparison in the power ratio com 
parator. 

2. The diversity receiver of claim 1, wherein the received 
signals include a plurality of Subcarrier components, and the 
demodulated signal output unit outputs one of the demodu 
lated signals, either the selected demodulated signal or the 
combined demodulated signal, for each Subcarrier compo 
nent. 

3. The diversity receiver of claim 1, wherein the threshold 
value used in the power ratio comparator is determined from 
a condition that the received-power-to-noise-power ratio 
value of the demodulated signal obtained by combining the 
plurality of demodulated signals with equal gain equals a 
maximum received-power-to-noise-power ratio among the 
received-power-to-noise-power ratios of the plurality of 
demodulated signals. 

4. The diversity receiver of claim 3, wherein the demodu 
lated signal output unit outputs either the demodulated 
signal obtained by combining the plurality of demodulated 
signals with equal gain or the selected demodulated signal 
responsive to the power ratio and the threshold value deter 
mined under said condition. 

5. The diversity receiver of claim 3, wherein the signal 
selector selects a demodulated signal with a maximum 
received-power-to-noise-power ratio among the received 
power-to-noise-power ratios of the demodulated signals 
output from the demodulation paths. 

6. The diversity receiver of claim 1, further comprising an 
estimated power value calculator that outputs, as said first 
power, an estimated power value obtained from the result of 
channel characteristic estimation using a reference signal 
contained in the first received signal. 
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7. The diversity receiver of claim 6, wherein: 
the first received signal is an orthogonal frequency divi 

sion multiplexing (OFDM) signal modulated by an 
OFDM modulation system; and 

the estimated power value calculator uses a pilot signal 
included in the OFDM signal as the reference signal. 

8. The diversity receiver of claim 1, wherein the first 
received signal is an OFDM signal modulated by an OFDM 
modulation system, further comprising: 

a Subcarrier power calculator that outputs a Subcarrier 
power of a subcarrier component obtained by a Fourier 
transform of the OFDM signal, as said first power. 

9. The diversity receiver of claim 1, further comprising a 
gain detector that outputs a power control signal correspond 
ing to a gain adjustment quantity for adjusting said first 
power to a predetermined power level. 

10. The diversity receiver of claim 9, further comprising 
an estimated power value calculator that outputs an esti 
mated power value corresponding to a result of channel 
characteristic estimation using a reference signal contained 
in the first received signal as said first power, wherein: 

the power ratio comparator performs the comparison by 
using a result of multiplication of the estimated power 
value by a coefficient determined by the gain adjust 
ment quantity. 

11. The diversity receiver of claim 9, further comprising: 
a Subcarrier power calculator that outputs a subcarrier power 
of a subcarrier component obtained by a Fourier transform 
of the first received signal, the first received signal being an 
OFDM signal, wherein: 

the power ratio comparator uses a result of multiplication 
of the subcarrier power value by a coefficient deter 
mined by the gain adjustment quantity as the first 
power. 

12. The diversity receiver of claim 9, further comprising 
a threshold conversion table unit that prestores, and outputs 
the to the power ratio comparator, a threshold value corre 
sponding to the gain adjustment quantity. 

13. The diversity receiver of claim 1, further comprising: 
again detector that outputs a power control signal corre 

sponding to a gain adjustment quantity for adjusting 
said first power to a predetermined power level; 

an estimated power value calculator that outputs an esti 
mated power corresponding to a result of channel 
characteristic estimation using a reference signal con 
tained in the first received signal; and 

a pre-combination error correction unit that outputs a 
number of errors or an error rate obtained as a result of 
error correction of the demodulated signal output from 
said one of the demodulation paths before it is input to 
the demodulated signal output unit; wherein 

the power ratio comparator uses the power control signal, 
the estimated power, and said number of errors or said 
error rate in comparing the power ratio with the pre 
determined threshold value. 

14. The diversity receiver of claim 1, further comprising: 
again detector that outputs a power control signal corre 

sponding to a gain adjustment quantity for adjusting 
said first power to a predetermined power level; 
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an estimated power value calculator that outputs an esti 
mated power corresponding to a result of channel 
characteristic estimation using a reference signal con 
tained in the first received signal, as said first power, 
pre-combination error correction unit that outputs a 
number of errors or an error rate obtained as a result of 
error correction of the demodulated signal output from 
said one of the demodulation paths before it is input to 
the demodulated signal output unit; and 

an error correction unit that outputs a number of errors or 
an error rate obtained as a result of error correction of 
the demodulated signal output from the demodulated 
signal output unit; wherein 

the power ratio comparator uses the power control signal, 
the estimated power, the number of errors or the error 
rate output from the pre-combination error correction 
unit, and the number of errors or the error rate output 
from the error correction unit in comparing the power 
ratio with the predetermined threshold value. 

15. A diversity receiving method including a plurality of 
demodulating processes for demodulating a received signal 
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and outputting a demodulated signal, comprising the steps 
of: 

calculating a power ratio from a first power corresponding 
to a first received signal in one of the demodulation 
processes and a second power corresponding to a 
second received signal in another one of the demodu 
lation processes, and comparing the power ratio with a 
predetermined threshold value: 

selecting one of the demodulated signals output from the 
plurality of demodulation processes and outputting the 
Selected demodulated signal; 

combining the demodulated signals output from the plu 
rality of demodulation paths with predetermined gains, 
and outputting a combined demodulated signal; and 

outputting one of the demodulated signals, either the 
Selected demodulated signal or the combined demodu 
lated signal, responsive to a result of the comparison in 
the step of calculating. 


